City of Apache Junction
Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) Strategic Plan
Innovating transportation and
communications that support the City’s
growth as a place to live, work and visit.
WHAT IS THE APACHE JUNCTION ITS STRATEGIC PLAN:
The goal of the ITS Strategic Plan is to identify strategies and tools to allow
the City to manage its diverse multimodal transportation network more
efficiently. ITS includes technologies and systems that are integrated into
the transportation network and includes components such as traffic signals,
cameras, message boards, and software. The ITS Strategic Plan helps the City
lay out that foundation of strategic and necessary infrastructure and procedural
enhancements that will support the development of an ITS Program.

ITS STRATEGIC PLAN APPROACH:
There are two key objectives for the Apache Junction ITS Strategic Plan:
• Map out a direction for a City ITS Program that supports multiple City
functions and departments.
• Develop a phased approach for the Program’s implementation that
integrates existing and new ITS infrastructure and systems.
To address these objectives, the ITS
Strategic Plan was structured to identify
recommendations that offer a phased
approach, are cost-efficient, and
provide benefits for Apache Junction
residents, visitors, and City personnel.
The recommendations within the ITS
Strategic Plan are categorized into
three stages that ultimately lead to
the development of a purposeful and
sustainable ITS Program for the City.
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The INITIATE step begins at the completion of the ITS Plan and involves implementing
the strategies and recommendations that are identified as critical, near-term activities
in the Plan. These include:
• Forming partnerships internally (between City departments) and externally
(with other agencies in the region) to improve communication and information
sharing and to identify opportunities to collaborate.
• Developing or updating processes or procedures that will help support the ITS
program and its development.
• Implementing strategic infrastructure as part of other planned construction
projects that provide opportunities to include ITS into a project at minimal cost.
The City was awarded funding from the Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG)
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) to implement the City’s first ITS project in
2018. The project includes deployment of the following:
• CCTV Cameras—installing
closed circuit television
(CCTV) cameras at signalized
intersections so that City traffic
management staff can see what
is happening at intersections in
real-time. This will help reduce
the amount of time it takes to
respond to crashes, hazards or
infrastructure malfunctions so
that the roads remain safe.

Wireless
Radio

• Wireless Radios—installing
wireless radios at City-owned
CCTV
traffic signals to allow City
traffic management staff to
Camera
monitor and control traffic
signals remotely. This will allow
the City to easily change or fix traffic signal timing (the amount of time a light is
green or red) which will help improve traffic flow and assist police in managing
traffic during special events or incidents.
• Radio Tower—installing one radio tower that will transmit data from wireless
radios connected to ITS infrastructure to be able to manage from a central
management system.
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Next, the City must begin to INTEGRATE the new devices, processes and procedures
into their systems and day-to-day activities. The ITS Strategic Plan provides the City
with the tools necessary to make real impacts to how residents and travelers move and
access parts of the City. The ITS Strategic Plan includes the following components:

Citywide ITS Infrastructure Deployment Plan
• Implement additional ITS infrastructure and capabilities that can help to monitor
traffic conditions on the roadways.
• Share ITS real-time road condition information with other departments to help
improve day-to-day City functions and services.
• Establish complete management and control of the City ITS infrastructure.

Citywide Infrastructure Telecommunications Plan
• Deploy redundant fiber and wireless communications to help connect ITS
infrastructure to the departments that need their information.
• Partner with other agencies to install telecommunications most cost effectively.

Citywide Video Observation Master Plan
• Deploy camera video observation at intersections for traffic and incident
management purposes.

Citywide Signal Optimization Plan
• Maximize the progression of traffic along a corridor by coordinating timing plans
on all signals based on the speeds and volumes of the corridor.

Citywide Traveler Information Plan
• Instrument key locations for traveler information purposes (safety and
evacuation, US-60 detour routes, local road closures, public service
announcements or event messages).
Each of these specific plans identifies an ‘ultimate buildout’ state as well as a
prioritized plan for how the City can work towards reaching that buildout.
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The INVEST stage is the final stage of the ITS Program Approach that describes
a time when the ITS Program is part of the City’s day-to-day operations and the
City chooses to invest time and resources. These resources include:
• A City-owned and managed central system for the ITS network.
• Dedicated staff who help operate and manage the network.
• An established maintenance program to help maintain the functionality
and longevity of ITS infrastructure and devices.
• Internal and external funding opportunities that can be used to deploy
new infrastructure and maintain or upgrade the existing infrastructure.
• A Citywide commitment from all levels to continue following the ITS Plan
and working towards the recommended buildout conditions identified.
These tools, if systematically implemented and managed well by the City, will
enhance every aspect of City services - mobility, incident response, efficient
maintenance, and cost savings across the City bottom line - and will enhance the
City as a great place to live and visit.
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